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About This Game

A breakout style game with a fun twist. In Crazy Toad you control an old gnome who is carrying a huge mushroom, and your
objective is to keep up with the bouncing toad, not letting it fall to the ground. The objective is to finish each level either by
breaking all the blocks or by reaching the elusive spider. Customize your game by selecting your game difficulty and control

style, and compare your score on baKno’s Top Players list.
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Title: Crazy Toad
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 11 Jan, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: XP

Processor: Intel single core

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Was fantastic back in the day, still fantastic to this day.

Worms is still a blast to play with friends, and it's great that you can play with friends and foes all over the world with network
modes.. I discovered that chanting "hep! hep! hep!" actually helps xD
Not sure if it's worth 8 USD, but I bought it on humblebundle a while ago and it cost like 1 USD for a bundle of 5 minis.
10/10 for 1/5 USD price.. I was roaming on mars and i realized that i need oxygen but it was too late.. This is a really excellent
game. If you liked Getting over it or any of its offshoots then get this. This is the pinnacle of this genre.. What a metaphor for
life:
- Insignificant
- Uneventful
- A waste of time
- Bad graphics
- You reach the end and all you can think is "That's it?"
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Not a bad demo for whatever the full game might be. The story is, so far, pretty simple, but engaging and fun regardless.

Had some issues when collecting bolts that resulted in some pretty nasty frame rate drops, but I'd be inclinded to buy the full
game.

Worth at lest trying.. I bought the game yesterday. I booted the game and there was no servers for the Asia region, RIP. NA-
west/east is unplayable because of the latency and EU-lobby dont even fill up and my latency is off the charts there as well.
Overall the game feels like a game in alpha and like it was one of the first Battleroyale games ever to be made.

Cons:
- No servers for players in Asia.
- The Ironsights feel awful on every weapon
- Took about 10-20 minutes to fill a lobby with 34 people.
- Graphics feels uncrisp even on highest settings, and you cant really tell the difference between HIGH and medium.
- The recoil and weapons overall feels wierd when firing compared to other games.

Pros:
+Same default controls as PUBG, so if you played that game - your good to go!

How to get a refund?. I like what the devs are doing with Hero Siege, recently they added seasonal ladders. I'm glad that the
devs release these skin dlc's for those who like to support a little more. It's volunteerly so can't complain :). This was one of my
first VR experiences, 4 months later and it's still my favorite even though it's just a demo. It's so relaxing and beautiful!. This is
nothing more than a "Give your kids carpal tunnel syndrome game" All you do is click madly, no strategy, no time to really plan
or think. and nothing for you to really learn. Don't buy this.. If I had to describe this game id say the execution makes me want
to SCREAM you play 4 routes, barely learning anything about the mystery which drove me up a wall. the true route i was able to
play longer than the other routes it kept my intrest before i had to take a break from playing.... oveall.... I have mixed feeling
about this game. I like mystery and tragic games but this one made me feel board alot of the time and i had to take breaks from
playing it. Overall.... not my favorite game. but maybe youll have a diffrent take on it.. It is a pretty good work but I would like
more different rooms and BGM. By the way, do you( game creator) know Kogenta and Chatnoir? If not, I recommened you to
google them and I am sure you will fall in love with them XD. Best wished to you and your complete version game~~. Do not
buy this game it is just terrible.. boss 2 jumps unpredictidly and game is just♥♥♥♥♥. Totally underrated!
Great Music
Lovely Story

Feels like a fairytale from child days :)
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